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Sydney, Australia

intercourse), Professor Dwyer pointed out that
simply in the time we had been talking, on WHO
estimates, there had been more than a billion acts of
sexual intercourse. Three hundred thousand preg
nancies had resulted. Ten thousand cases of HIV
sero-conversion.

TWENTY INJUNCfIONS

I have organized my impressions of the conclusions
Of this conference in the form of 20 injunctions. The
injunction was a most useful legal remedy, devised
by the Lord Chancellors of England to require those
to whom the orders were addressed to ~ in
accordance with their terms. The injunction was
imposed on the conscience of the recipient. It had
grave consequences if disobeyed. Most of us
indeed almost all-live in countries which are the
children of the English legal system. So let us reflect
upon the 20 injunctions of London. They are
injunctions derived from the discussions at this
conference about the impact of behavioural and
science studies on the HIVI AIDS epidemic.

(1) Facing the difficulty of measuring intimate
human behaviour

There is a need, fIrst, to face up to the basic
difficulty of measuring human behaviour in matters
so intimate as sexual activity, injecting drug use and
childbirth- the 3 principal entry points of HlV. Dr
Kenneth Calman, in his opening remarks, pointed
to the high complexity of health prevention
generally - the diffIculty of measuring impact and
time lags. To this, Dr Peter Aggleton urged theneed.
to try to do better-to devise better tests accurately
to record behavioural data. Random controls
should sometimes be possible. Much of the time of
this meeting was addressed to methodology,
theory, system. But not too much. Dr Tom Coates
pointed out that pilot schemes in California might
not meet perfect models of clinical trials, as would
be the case for drugs. But there was a serious
attempt to tackle the methodological issues whilst at
the same time getting on with the urgent task of
fighting the spread of the virus. Dr Don Des Jarlais
pointed out that many drug trials are not conducted
by strictly randomized methods. How much less
can we demand such precision in the scrutiny of
intimate human conduct. For example, many drugs
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,__:\inreality pervaded London in the last
otthis conference.. The Prime Minister (Mr

[rti~'~'j9r)~".in a. political pre--e~ptive strike,
'~df,;li'f-~Jgn his party lead~rship to confront

;"MliijcaI, opponents. The medJa was full of the
~S~Yetin, all truth, everyone attending this

~,:~~)atew of the supreme ~ignificance of
·:t,:vthi$i$:V~f for the future of humaruty. By way of
\con~,~~;';:~e ,issues of this ~onference to.uched
'->"-'~ngp~_than the fuhIre bfe and suffenng of

~ 'rX~t getting impartial and even' minor
l;J~- HIV/ AIDS is becoming less and less
ill,iS life. Such is death.

10&5 'of this conference has been behavioural
~~:Amillennium of English law has taught
~:;~~e:difficulty of translating statutory and
Ji.'~.ge;.·...'.;~.m.a.,.~~., I:U:1es .into ~eal action by individual
liliit\aIt:liE!mgs In glVen Circumstances. It has there-
~'re,~ii~ fascinating to me, a judge, to watch the
~a:e&:tffir'br th,e behavioural scientists and to reflect
';~p®gthKiInperfect state of the art by which we
fio~'t&!ri~i!Y human behaviour in effective ways
.:~:c~~':measurable impact in the face of HIV/

~~~~~~~e'participants, the conference has been a
~g experience. But our common humanity
l,'Jr,!91 the objects of our study) obliges us to

c,ill,t,gxperiences and to spread the messages
!;~~,~!1.ve heard these past 3 days. That is why

{;~.~~.;,~i~f'~red this summary. It represents no
;mg~'~ rp.-y own perceptions. Doubtless they are

~!.'Wlth my own discipline, interests and
}:,d,~,!o:_,h~ar and comprehend important

..,~,:,c:,,_9.~·;i r~ut, .if one of us does this, it will help
,11I;o(,¥>_:ti;),conslder the lessons which we have each

:_f~:~#p.y~lanct to pass them on. .
;3~f::;J11eff'}~,-,no need to review the enormity of the
',*l:P~l~'Rf}ffi' / AIDS worldwide. This was given.
,;~;,;:J1:itPH.gpjJ?t'the meeting there was precious little
~'i,~,~5'~g~ Some glimpse at the size of the subject
};:~~t~H1i,'5~~<dr was given by Professor John Dwyer of
~,(f1:-A.U;S,~9~-\~y reference to the major means by which
,~t';~i;~~~ __.AIDS to spread (unprotected sexual

~~~:~~}~:;:;~~~;', "

'~~4V~~~~ _to: Justice Michael Kirby, High Court of
,\>~~ill,_~nbeiTa. ACT 2600, Australia. At the time of this
:S'~~tAP~t"at.t~or was President of the New South Wales Court
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(4) Integrating behaviour with clinical sciences

The fourth injunction was that it is imperative to
integrate behavioural sciences with clinical sciences.
This point was made at the outset by Dr Jack
Whitescarver of NIH and by Dr King Holmes at the
very end. It is part of NIH's current strategy. The
danger of a meeting such as this, in different hands,
would have been that it could have led to a frolic of
behaviouralists without integrating their interven·
tions with appropriate clinical strategies. Professor
Roy Anderson told us of the typical pattern of most
epidemics. They have their own dynamic which
may make precisely accurate evaluation of inter
ventions very difficult indeed. We returned to this
integrative theme in the marvellous paper by Dr
Margaret Chesney of San Francisco. She told of the
work of her colleagues. Helping individuals and
communities living with HlV/ AIDS and under
constant stress. Turning this disaster SO tnat every
day it becomes an educator.

(3) Defining terms commonly used in
behavioural discourse

The third injunction was a connected one. Beha
vioural scientists must defme their terms. For
example, Dr Aggleton emphasized that there was
not a real consensus about what 'counselling'
actually involves. It is rarely well thought out or
described, still less defined. Yet how often is it used
in this realm of discourse. Professor Martin Fish
bein, a doyen of theory but also intensely practical•
stressed that 'change in behaviour' was not an event
but a process. Professor Tony Coxon suggested. that
self reports that 'the condom broke' may sometimes
simply be a code phrase for '1 forgot to use it'. Dr
Oakley and many others insisted on testing
behavioural interventions over time. But she agreed
that what was 'time' was disputable. Yet, ordinarily
it was certainly more than a mere 3 months..&.

(5) Learning quickly from strategies which appear
to work

The fifth injunction is the need to acknowledge
quickly that some strategies do have an impact.
Most viVidly this was brought out at the beginning
of the conference by Dr Tom Coates. In the first year
of the acknowledged HIV/ AIDS epidemic 82,000
people sero-eonverted in San Francisco. In 1992, the
recorded figure was 650. This suggests (at least to
some degree) that conununity messages, the media
and other means of promoting behavioural change
were working in whatever imperfect way. Figures
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r~~ro,ving the rigour of behavioural analysis

J:~i~'iliis, there were many calls for greater ngour
~k~'Viouralanalysis in the area. The rallying cry
':'YSt.ven early by Professor Anne Oakley who
~'\)unded the second injunction. We need to
;J:gr~ater rigour in behavioural analysis in the

~o/.J;lIY/ AIDS: Dr Ellen Stover of NIH described
l~4:~(:ityrandomized trial presently under way m
",{illiited States of America as an example of this
. :,~~~~ on a very big scale.

ofessqr Oakley described her examination of
;:Q;;'Rub)ished studies by reference to criteria of

:a(~~.derived from scrutiny of reports of d~g
ttiiil~ "The 850 were reduced to a mere 18 which
'·Uitinw.t~ly passed. her stringent criteria. In her view,
W~::C,a.l~)gnore 90% of the published literature on
:c-:"a.vi()llral modification if we are hoping to derive,

'c,"~..r-aSsu.rance, serious practical conclusions of high
~~~¢y" Several speakers agreed with the general
;"i~~LQLt1lis poin~.-they ~alled f~r an enrichm~nt
:":;!iJJ{repla,ce the Impovenshment of the SOCIal
t::;:50eh'C~:In this field great care was needed against
··~g;~m.is,~ed by well-meaning enthusiasts. Profes
ior'~Oak1ey described the feeling of searching for
"~Yioural needles in a haystack of published
'.~~~,publications had been pushed forward by
"'i' urgency of the HIV/ AIDS challenge. She

<,;:pl~,.thatbehavioural sciences were still young.
~y~~r~, ,often weak in their treatment of experi
i~..t~~data. But she urged that in HIV/ AIDS we
)flP!~ ~e doing better. In particular, follow-up and
.. ;~?lysis needed to be more precise and more

,~~t~m before conclusions of dubious reliability
~:Ro14Iy drawn.
',/ !njunction provoked much commentary.

_./;;' p~rticipants privately (and, in Dr Tom
.~~~,:"case, openly) questioned whether their
fAAJiq\~ions had made it to the rock-hard 18.
?tM,~.~uggested that it was a c11ill1era to seek such

_~~()n in this area. Dr Graham Hart pOinted out
_,'~f{i~~~\!n,Arug tri.als the?,selves, much evidence was
,::If::,!: ~f\~gptal and ImprecIse. The tension between the
@.\7?):~'~,~~~~ble rigour and the need for urgent action
:';{}~'~?!",~;~f.fl~ver fully resolved. But Professor Oakley's
:~~:it#,,~~)S one which .this ~onference certainly sends
,:,-n';;-1I.J;J9.f~!H.o:researchersm thiS area. Professor Oakley's

- :pressed impatience with scientific 'double stan
;.~~~'.~nbehaviouralstudies will stay with us. And
~~;'Yas mteresting to see how workers in the field,
'~;g;'9r Charles Abraham and Dr Herman Schaalma,
:i~~M}~eci their models with a clear understanding
,,,,e.:: "he: }:x~haviouralist theories which they were

18:';; In the classrooms of Tayside and the
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Netherlands. As Professor Anke Ehrhardt wisely 
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r --, thesC' give hop~ and encouragt'ment that
li~~ (oural interventions can sometimes have an
L,<>hJ\ I

illi~~:~ were other data of this kind. Dr Schaalma's
j' ce from The Netherlands was most instruc

,'\.i~ L~y are teenagt.' prcgnancit's and abortion
0\ co, .;0 much lower in that enlightened country?
r~:':~ l~nJy answer that could be offered was the
I.:I~ .hlcnrnent itself- sex education in schoots 30

,'I. b, ago to current parents h<ld allowed candid
:;:'::~:,siOns by those, erstwhile pup!ls with their
.f .1 jn~n about sexual matters. But, In the face of
~l;'\:!ArDS, there is no time-even if there were a
:...,~'i!'i1it\i-to spread Netherlands' enlightenment
. " ,...... th~,' Channel, still less across the world.
,. ~;Oll' societies have done better than others in the
".:ht against HIVI AIDS. Perhaps this is because
;j;:.\, h,we mixed strategies to achieve synergy of the
~tnJ which Professor Roy ~nderson described.
I\."mcmbering acute cultural differences, we do well
h' target differentially the techniques available for
ldierent countries. But we should keep Dr Hart's
:\',lming in mind. There is a great pressure here to
[,,' seen to be doing something. It is natural. But it
~twuld not blind efficient social scientists to the
~"J1itv that interventions will work differentially in
,l,tt','rt>nt places. The object of an intelligent strategy
must always be to maximize the effectiveness of
\\'h,;1 is done. Not just to do things-such as
!'rlnling more leaflets or broadcasting vapid adver
!I:....'nlt'nts enjoining everyone to 'Stay healthy', that
nw,m nothing at all to most listcn<.·rs.

lbl Getting in early with useful strategies pays
Jjvidends

,\lan}' interventions illustrated the sixth injunction.
11 VOU can design a good anti-HIVI AIDS strategy it
i:- 'important to introduce it early. Dr Tom Coates
illustrated this with hopeful figures from Sydney
(Auslralia) and Lund (in Sweden). What a contrast
th~.~t' reports made with the figures from the
Cllll1nlcrcial sex workers (CSW) in Bombay. Profes·
:'.\lr Dwyer's note of d~spair about Asia will ring in
our ears when we are far from here. So far as the
l'pidcmic in Asia was concerned, we knew the
\·irus. We knew the peril. Asia was al first
untnuched. Now, it is fast becoming the epicentre
,1( the' epidemic precisely because the essential
1"'hJvioural interventions did not come early
'·J:nuf;h. Every clay the virus marches further within
IhLh>! centres of high population. Professor Roy
AnJ<"fson stressed this point today. Eilrly int~rven
IIo'n, even if of limited efficiency, wi!! have a
dhfn'portionate benefit in the long run.

l7) Targeting the groups at special risk

111\' srvcnth injunction is thnt intelligent behaviour
al .~tr.llcgics must target the 'underclasses' most at
rl.~k nf HrV I AIDs. Much time at the conferences
\·...1\ ''[It'nt examining those strategies. Many papers
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dealt with tilt' early respoR'>e of the white gay
communities in western countries. In an ironic way,
the epidemic has mobilized their purpose. It has led
to important changes in the worldwide struggle for
human rights relevant to sexual orientation. But
there are other tales:

0/1 youllg people's se:rllality: The papers of Drs
Abraham and Schaalma, and the vivid use of
video in Tayside and in Holland as an accessible
medium of getting vital information to the young in
terms which they understand, trust and may follow.

On dl"llg-llsillg populatiolls: From needle exchange
throughout Australia to the shooting galleries of
New York, the lessons which Dr Des Jarlais and
Professor Gerry Stimson brought is that success can
be achieved in this group. There is distinct evidence
of less needle sharing in New York. The new
problems of hepatitis Band C need now to be
addressed.

The cOlllmercial sex workers in Bombay, Thailand,
Burma and other lands came under attention. The
success in targeting them in Thailand has not, so far,
been repeated in other countries, as Dr Geeta Bhave
showed. Yet modest gains have been achievedi~ven

in Bombay. The most fearful statistics in Bombay
was that even after instruction, so poor are these sex
workers and so disempowered, that 97% of them
still feel unable to refuse a client who resists
condom use. Professor D""'yer was not being
unkind when he said that an infected sex worker
was a 'menace'. Yet what strategy in life do we offer
as the alternative?

The homeless mCl/tally illlllclt in New York described
by Dr Ezra Susser showed how many special
groups can be identified when we turn our mind
to them. In my own country, I would mention the
special dangers to the indigenous Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples. Dr Coates mentioned
the very young men in the United States engaging
in sexual activity with infected people over thirty
for commercial reasons, for experiment or for sheer
survival. The global issue of street children needs
more attention. In the struggle of stigmatiz~d gay
groups from Montreal to Brazil there are
behavioural lessons to be derived from the papers
for this conference. Heterosexual males, hardly an
underc1ass, but certainly an important and
sometimes neglected category need to be
examined, as emphaSized by Dr Ehrhardt and Dr
Stover.

(8) Targeting communities and groups - not just
individuals

The eighth injunction is that intervention must go
beyond the individual to communities and to
societies as a whole. This idea came out of many
papers. Dr Coates said that this was the future
strategy which we should pursue. Many iIlustra-
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th~.~l' reports made with the figures from the 
wll1nlercial sex workers (CSW) in Bombay. Profes· 
:'.\lr Dwyer's nob;: of d~spair about Asia will ring in 
our ears when we are far from here. So far as the 
l'pidcmic in Asia was concerned, we knew the 
\·irus. We knew the peril. Asia was al first 
untnuched. Now, it is fast becoming the epicentre 
l)( the' epidemic precisely because the essential 
1,,·hJvioural interventions did not come early 
,·J:nuf;h. Every clay the virus marches further within 
!h,»'!! centres of high population. Professor Roy 
AnJt'rson stressed this point today. Eilrly int~rven
Ih1n, even if of limited effiCiency, wi!! have a 
dhfn'portionate benefit in the long run. 

!i) Targeting the groups at special risk 

111\' sr\'('~th injunction is thnt intelligent behaviour
al .~tr.ltcgles must target the 'underclasses' most at 
r!.~k nf HrV I AIDs. Much time at the conferences 
\';.10., "pt'nt examining those strategies. Many papers 

dealt with tlit' early respon..<;e of the white gay 
communities in western countries. In an ironic way, 
the epidemic has mob~!ized their pUlJlose. It has led 
to important changes 1Il the worldwl~e str~ggle for 
human rights relevant to sexual onentatlon. But 
there are other tales: 

011 I/OIIIIS people's se:rllality: The papers of Drs 
Abniham and Schaalma, and the vivid use of 
video in Tayside and in Holland as an accessible 
medium of getting vital information to the young in 
terms which they understand, trust and may follow. 

On dl'llg-u5illR populatiolls: From needle exchange 
throughout Australia to the shooting galleries of 
New York, the lessons which Dr Des Jarlais and 
Professor Gerry Stimson brought is that success can 
be achieved in this group. There is distinct evidence 
of less needle sharing in New York. The new 
problems of hepatitis Band C need now to be 
addressed. 

The cOlllmercial sex workers in Bombay, Thailand, 
Burma and other lands came under attention. The 
success in targeting them in Thailand has not, so far, 
been repeated in other countries, as Dr Geeta Bhave 
showed. Yet modest gains have been achievedi~ven 
in Bombay. The most fearful statistics in Bombay 
was that even after instruction, so poor are these sex 
workers and so disempowered, that 97% of them 
still feel unable to refuse a client who resist::; 
condom use. Professor D""'yer was not being 
unkind when he said that an infected sex worker 
was a 'menace'. Yet what strategy in life do we offer 
as the alternative? 

The homeless mel1tally ilIlllell in New York described 
by Dr Ezra Susser showed how many special 
groups can be identified when we turn our mind 
to them. In my own country, I would mention the 
special dangers to the indigenous Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples. Dr Coates mentioned 
the very young men in the United States engaging 
in sexual activity with infected people over thirty
for commercial reasons, for experiment or for sheer 
survival. The global issue of street children needs 
more attention. In the struggle of stigmatiz~d gay 
groups from Montreal to Brazil there are 
behavioural lessons to be derived from the papers 
for this conference. Heterosexual males, hardly an 
underc1ass, but certainly an important and 
sometimes neglected category need to be 
examined, as emphaSized by Dr Ehrhardt and Dr 
Stover. 

(8) Targeting communities and groups - not just 
individuals 

The eighth injunction is that intervention must go 
beyond the individual to communities and to 
societies as a whole. This idea came out of many 
papers. Dr Coates said that this was the. future 
strategy which we should pursue. Many tIlustra-

........ -.-.------~------.-.~-----
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~:~ere given ranging from educational work in
fc$or Jeffrey Kely's gay bars in middle America

4i}:;:f&'~e.srD clinics ~f Zaire and t~e ne~ly emerg~g
:~'iti':~y;groupso~ Dr Richard Parker s ,srazd, st~uggl.mg
:<~;(~., '\l'inSt machismo. The cae of the gay hero proJect
;",\,,>,t~j~~~ribed by Professor Kelly was very instructive. It

,1t\vglved picking out a loc~l o~inion lea~er, w~o

,,>":~G:ij~W:influence peer behaviour In connection with
.k:J,1:~i;!jU;ipotential1rlethal combination of alchol and sex.
j\;/";,:±;~i(¥ie)'-~ t? find many of ~~ese he~Ot.>s to speak to
0,tJ?-4)h~ir- particular commumtIes everywhere -and
~-;\r,:,:r~'a1soJopractice what they preach.

'." .... ~._,•.'~;,;'.

(9)~Jt~~eting co-faeto.rs- especially treatment of

F,WkrD~
~·~'~J;:~;~;~~{·~f~thinjunction is the need to study co·factors
ftt~:~,~?ior,ihe light which they will throw upon patterns of

.. ;~lM';:1~pidemic and the success of behavioural
~,':-~#fication strategies. Unwanted pregnancies are
'~'~)clear indication that condom use strategies

Whgst young heterosexual couples have failed
.~_#;giv.en case and in a group. STDs are another
'rnt1'rtant indicator. As Professor Thomas Qui.nn
",ftited out, when rectal gonorrhoea in gay men in
~tero countries goes up, it is a clear warning that

..te~(is a need to reinforce condom messages.
,:'fii:>weyer, Professor Anderson pointed out that the

;;i:t~~1~::Cjiq.46,of transmission of HIV and other STDs vary.
:;.;i~S:;.;:':,gPt\~as the potential, by itself, to swamp STDs and
~~:!',t';i\';:,\_~a~dto influence their incidence.
(~?;~,~¥:~~~11,temany ways in which other factors impact on
:i~:'f~:)'~J{y",behaviour was illustrated several times

;?1~i:~JfP~*.h?melessness in New York; to lovelessness of
~d~~~0ygJ.!~g,'pregnantwomen in Atlanta, to the alcohol
,,~','~:-;::~>fridiJ..ced bravado in the brothels of Bombay. Dr

:'.j)}3~\t~:~>qw-~~ pointed to the rapid drop in STDs in Thai
'ii:*~.i,i~t~~,rQthels after the HIV/ AIDS campaign began.
\~:~f1;l'¥;~~~\:l~% before the campaign to just 0.3% ~ast
:'''i~)~'\:Y~~r}>' But Professor John Dwyer and Dr Kmg
t~\\·:y':';:,}-fphnes. warned that these indications of success

f~~i;fJ.:{n~.i,tonstant reassessment. There are other con
Jt~~~'i:~F~lif~j'!ti.ons. Dr Holmes' research, for example,
,':?·:~;:~_te_a:gt,es. the importance of dosing down the

::f:}:/d!<I:~tor;ies of HIV' which coalesce around the cases
'!:~',,*~I~~\91f~P:Ds;' The importance of SID assistance was
\'~~:~~<~sI,:,~.~~~~ht>out in several papers relevant to any
;.~!;,;~~.:;~:pr.a~f'licampaign to reduce the targets and vectors
,;},df:,of the. AIDS virus.

:\;~0~f;~:::~t¥,::;:'-'-:
~J7:f,,(1~,)":,~~dng up to the economics of HIV/AIDS

'J';'i;;,:,:f;~:,::jp~[!~~~h injunction is that we must always be
\>·:'~'~t?e}'e~~~tlcIn assessing behavioural interventions. We
'~\;:_i\~~i,:It111~t;,kcep our eyes on costs. There is an economics
·-'j';~~:n,~:p.t-~AI'?5, as even the World Bank has lately

l,:f~:';;~~~gJ-"Zed. Dr Stover asked -can we afford 14
'j:-~){~~~~??(ace counselling sessions if that.is what is
,-,yt::':~{?~y;;necded to secure behavioural change in a

§~~,~~r$R?flQividual. or gro~p? It is all very well talkin.g
:f~_'-ffi~~'~.3 counselhng servICes of 3 hours. But where 15
~~~ i,.~,~oney coming from?

;I~,:

This practical economic point was made at the
outset by Dr Coates. Evewn in western countries
there are just not enough counsellors-still less the
funds. Dr Stover suggested that at the beginning of
the HIV/ AIDS epidemic many researchers stayed
away because of the uncertainty of the funding
base. Dr Hart soberly warned us that the funding is
just not there in large amounts -especially (said
one intervention from the floor) in conservative
local authorities in Britain. It is the same in all our
countries. The lack of funding was a constant theme
of the conference. Lack of funds for research has
reached even the enlightened Netherlands, accord
ing to Dr Schaalma. Dr Abraham despaired at the
lack of funds to train teachers in AIDS education at
£750 each. Even if one life only were saved, £750
seems a rather modest cost. Professor Anderson
pointed out that cost forces on us choices which we
should try to make rationally. Professor Dwyer
suggested that this point should be turned on its
head. Nations should be made to confront the
opportunity costs. Perhaps the potential costs to the
so-called Tiger economies of Asia in a decade or so
is the only means by which the urgent message
about HIV I AIDS will be conveyed to the economic
rationalists who now dominate thegove~t and
Treasury in every land.

(11) Addressing the basic difficulties

The eleventh injunction is the need to face squarely
the great difficulties which behavioural modifica
tion involves. Dr Richard Kra use went back to
basics with the copulation of the fruitfly-so well
believed of scientists. If copulatory behaviour is
planted by a billion years of evolution, in the lower
spinal cord, as well as the higher cortex of the brain,
we should not assume that it will be easy to modify
even in human beings. Many speakers suggested
the deep problems that underlie this epidemic
ranging from the powerlessness of Bombay's
dowry-less sex workers to the suspicion of Tayside
youth that participation in safer sex videos is
somehow deviant sexual behaviour. Changing the
machismo culture of Brazil may seem to be nearly
impossible. Confronting the poverty, hopelessness.
homelessness and loneliness of the \..:orld is a really
tall order. Yet, if we are realistic in confronting
HIV/ AIDS we have to tackle basic causes.
Professor Dwyer suggested that, until male aUi·
tudes to women-especially of the lower castes
were changed in India, not much progress would be
made in reducing the spread of HIVI AIDS.
Behavioural interventions must be accompanied
by efforts to secure fundamental social and
economic reforms. It is a huge task.

Professor Coxon cautioned us that, even in the so·
called success story of white gay males, the relative
lack of condom use might be much more wide
spread than we thought. Dr Mark Smith urg~d
facing the hard questions of differential harm In
needle provision. He found it ironical that a
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This practical economic point was made at the 
outset by Dr Coates. Evewn in western countries 
there are just not enough counsellors-still less the 
funds. Dr Stover suggested that at the beginning of 
the HIV / AIDS epidemic many researchers stayed 
away because of the uncertainty of the funding 
base. Dr Hart soberly warned us that the funding is 
just not there in large amounts -especially (said 
one intervention from the floor) in conservative 
local authorities in Britain. It is the same in all OUr 
countries. The lack of funding was a constant theme 
of the conference. Lack of funds for research has 
reached even the enlightened Netherlands, accord
ing to D. Schaalma. Dr Abraham despaired at the 
lack of funds to train teachers in AIDS education at 
£750 each. Even if one life only were saved, £750 
seems a rather modest cost. Professor Anderson 
pointed out that cost forces on us choices which we 
should try to make rationally. Professor Dwyer 
suggested that this point should be turned on its 
head. Nations should be made to confront the 
opportunity costs. Perhaps the potential costs to the 
so-called Tiger economies of Asia in a decade or so 
is the only means by which the urgent message 
about HIV / AIDS will be conveyed to the economic 
rationalists who now dominate the gove~t and 
Treasury in every land. 

(11) Addressing the basic difficulties 

The eleventh injunction is the need to face squarely 
the great difficulties which behavioural modifica
tion involves. Dr Richard Kra use went back to 
basics with the copulation of the fruitfly-so well 
believed of scientists. If copulatory behaviour is 
planted by a billion years of evolution, in the lower 
spinal cord, as well as the higher cortex of the brain, 
we should not assume that it will be easy to modify 
even in human beings. Many speakers suggested 
the deep problems that underlie this epidemic
ranging from the powerlessness of Bombay'S 
dowry-less sex workers to the suspicion of Tayside 
youth that participation in safer sex videos is 
somehow deviant sexual behaviour. Changing the 
machismo culture of Brazil may seem to be nearly 
impossible. Confronting the poverty, hopelessness, 
homelessness and loneliness of the \ .. :orld is a really 
tall order. Yet, if we are realistic in confronting 
HIV / AIDS we have to tackle basic causes. 
Professor Dwyer suggested that, until male atti
tudes to women-especially of the lower castes
were changed in India, not much progress would be 
made in reducing the spread of HIV / AIDS. 
Behavioural interventions must be accompanied 
by efforts to secure fundamental sodal and 
economic reforms. It is a huge task. 

Professor Coxon cautioned us that, even in the so· 
called success story of white gay males, the relative 
lack of condom use might be much more wjde~ 
spread than we thought. Dr Mark Smith urg~d 
facing the hard questions of differential harm ,n 
needle provision. He found it ironical that a 
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~-Mellt, w~ich docs not provide. hOllSi~g or

d;'cao'still. Ul some places at least, provide a
''':'-?uei'n'fedle-not always an easy idea to sell to
~;Qfi:;&eri~an. leaders in the st~gl?l~ for
~.fI&fi5'\'~nd .~Ignl~y, ~e sheer prac~cahtles of
~Si1(provtSlon In Zaire was descnbed by Dr

';'!.-~~,When condoms were available, they were
~::a(iaSTDs dropped. When they were not, STDs
-if-mY incidence rose at once. Practical logistics
bst~:$quarely addressed if we are to be serious
:-~-ri;ariStic about risk reduction,

q~~~,:',;.
""~t'A:ddressing the problems of self-assessment
D~~~vioural surveys

~f~e~ injunction .is the. need to_face up to
;p~IJ:\"about behavioural mterventions depen-
~(~:seUw~sment and self-repo~g. Profes

":;r:'QHiiut-- descnbed follow-up by this method as
~~iO.g._But Dr Fishbein cautioned that much
I~i\~qn the way in. which the inquiry was

',~ ""~;:e<LProfessor Sevgt Aral demonstrated that
{.~::',,'a_:BILY~..~i~;,;~nversation with a computer (if that is
j{I't{:'~!k~~h" may produce greater. accuracy and
...".~;'t.::~~ty.:Arom a respo~dent. But 10 Bombay they

,":':,j)ong way from thIS.
:;j'-iPrSfes~r, Fishbein addressed more basic pro

~:'i,,:;ii~!4}~haviouralists must avoid arrogance. In
i?t~~:~iI!~~€si~ess there were absolutely fundamental
~;}~~piop~~;Many people do not now how to put on

c:Q@OIi'1S,.:,Some actually take them off before sex.
,;t.~el~~~~i,cent in one survey admitted to reusing

:',:H~~~ we should not be too disappointed with
'·<:~f;~,~:FeportsOn condom use. Perhaps questions

',- ... ">:t>e. more acutely focused on unprotected
~t:idents. Indeed, asking about condom use
5tp~lly bias the answers to those which the
9¢pwS the inquirer wants to hear.
'~~""'i
r,::,,',;:~

ft~pting simple campaigns but avoiding the

.£tw!:~eenth injunction is to go beyond naive
~p'~imsfor behavioural modification. The history

;Qqiry/AIDS in every land is littered with them.
~;~,fij1i~l}fl~'Stay healthy' television advertisements in

,i:~~~,~~,ti~m\~~tthe printed instructions on condoms in
"'~Bi>mbaY"\4Ihenonly 12% of the CSWs can read and

~~Jffi~f2~~omsare generally not available and, if
i;:~a,re;fiolenforceable. On the other hand, street

;,.,~1t~:r%~r· be Simple but sometimes effective
fuea~~'of':~ucation. Dr Susser's banana, used in

,,:1RU~J~}ipg'condomuse in homeless men in New
:::;.-,,'y~~~(.tS: etched On our collective memory. The
~~',~~;'\~B~:'put this on your banana' is the modem
'~~i::~WY~!~!'.t:.to Dr Krause's drill sergeant in the
':'<_~~~.>Wor,'d War instructing his troops with a,
";:~}~~~~~,IDfb broom handle. By way of contrast to this
~,;-,~!T1el~~t.r:~ the ultimate in sophistication was pre
·t':~~~,Jry.frofessor Roy Anderson-a giant of epi
-:::~,~ill-,I~~~gl~1 research-with his analysis of factors.
'~-'-~~~~i:~t!€ft both national and global strategies.
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(14) Transferring knowledge into action in a
given situation

The fourteenth injunction is the acute need to study
the transfer of the provision of vital information in
actual human conduct. Here comes the crunch.

Professor Dwyer told us of the gap in the
transference by the health workers in Wollongong
in Australia, between what they learnt and taught
and what they personally did. Dr Coates urged the
constant need to go beyond the 'dance of distan
cing' -by which HIV/ AIDS is secretly thought to
be 'other peoples' problems'. The history of HIV, he
said, is itself a history of deniaL Professor Kelly's
gay hero was one strategy learnt from techniques
used upon mid-western farmers in the United States
to see what persuaded them to introduce new
grains in their farming. And if all this seemed
difficult, Professor Fishbein and Dr Susser cau
tioned that getting real change in conduct was
actually the easy part. Maintaining changed
behaviour was the real challenge. A sobering
message of this conference is that the giving of
information is just not enough. Richard Parker
found high levels of knowledge about HIV/ AIDS in
Brazil. The problem for action was to overcome
deep-seated cultural norms which impede ~ha

vioural change. Clearly, this transfer into actidft is
the critical point for behavioural research in the
future. If we can learn what works, in the
desperately urgent area of HIV/ AIDS, we may
have lessons for future programmes designed to
tackle problems of gambling, coronary disease, and
the issues of smoking and other drug excess in
many lands.

(15) Refocusing the issue of HIV/AIDS and
women

The fifteenth injunction is the urgent necessity, as
Elizabeth Reid has put it, to put \\'omen at the
centre of the analysis of HIV/ AIDS. No longer men
without penises (as Dr Ehrhardt blW\tly put it),
many ....aluable years had been lost in the considera
tion of the particular focus of HIV/ AIDS as it affects
women.

The issue secured, rightly, a lot of attention-in this
conference. Dr Abraham's video film was taken to
task because the men were too polite and not
thought to be brutal and urgent enough. Dr Krause
insisted on the inter·relationship of women's dis
empowerment and poverty - also brought out in
Dr Bhave's study of the Bombay brothel. described
to the conference. The spectre of a disempowered
woman having to submit to penetrative sex with a
partner suspected of being infected - known of the
risk but unable to do anything to protect herself-is
one which demands global action. Various possib
ilities for future research were mentioned. They
ranged from the female condom and germicides to
economic empowerment and a social attack on male
attitudes. Dr Parker pointed out that, in this, many
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(14) Transferring knowledge into action in a 
given situation 

., 
The fourteenth injunction is the acute need to study 
the transfer of the provision of vital information in 
actual human conduct. Here comes the crunch. 

Professor Dwyer told us of the gap in the 
transference by the health workers in Wollongong 
in Australia, between what they learnt and taught 
and what they personally did. Dr Coates urged the 
constant need to go beyond the 'dance of distan
cing' -by which HIV / AIDS is secretly thought to 
be 'other peoples' problems'. The history of HIV, he 
said, is itself a history of denial. Professor Kelly'S 
gay hero was one strategy learnt from techniques 
used upon mid-western farmers in the United States 
to see what persuaded them to introduce new 
grains in their farming. And if all this seemed 
difficult, Professor Fishbein and Dr Susser cau
tioned that getting real change in conduct was 
actually the easy part. Maintaining changed 
behaviour was the real challenge. A sobering 
message of this conference is that the giving of 
information is just not enough. Richard Parker 
found high levels of knowledge about HIV / AIDS in 
Brazil. The problem for action was to overcome 
deep-seated cultural norms which impede ~ha
vioural change. Clearly, this transfer into actidft is 
the critical pOint for behavioural research in the 
future. If we can learn what works, in the 
desperately urgent area of HIV / AIDS, we may 
have lessons for future programmes designed to 
tackle problems of gambling, coronary disease, and 
the issues of smoking and other drug excess in 
many lands. 

(15) Refocusing the issue of HIV/AIDS and 
women 

The fifteenth injunction is the urgent necesSity, as 
Elizabeth Reid has put it, to put \\'omen at the 
centre of the analysis of HIV / AIDS. No longer men 
without peniseS (as Dr Ehrhardt blW1tly put it), 
many .... aluable years had been lost in the considera
tion of the particular focus of HIV / AIDS as it affects 
women. 

The issue secured, rightly, a lot of attention-in this 
conference. Dr Abraham's video film was taken to 
task because the men were too polite and not 
thought to be brutal and urgent enough. Dr Krause 
insisted on the inter·relationship of women's dis
empowerment and poverty - also brought out in 
Dr Bhave's study of the Bombay brothel, described 
to the conference. The spectre of a disempowered 
woman having to submit to penetrative sex with a 
partner suspected of being infected - known of the 
risk but unable to do anything to protect herself-is 
one which demands global action. Various possib
ilities for future research were mentioned. They 
ranged from the female condom and germicides to 
economic empowerment and a social attack on male 
attitudes. Dr Parker pointed out that, in this, many 



(18) Remembering always the ethical and human
dimensions

of UNAIDS. But several participants cautioned
about the need to keep an eye on the big picture
and to avoid thinking only locally in a global
challenge requiring rigorous international oversight
at all times.
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(19) Facing the need for more political
sophistication

The nineteenth injunction is that there is a need for
more political sophistication. Dr Coates pointed out
there is a real risk that western politicians, led by
the western media, will think that HIV/ AIDS is
now 'licked'. Dr Smith suggested that the next
conference should include political scientists and
economists. Dr Krause suggested that advertising
behaviourists should be invited. Dr Holmes, draw
ing on Roy Anderson's research, suggested that we
in western countries are on the cusp crt a still
growing major global epidemic so that complacency
was out of the question. Many, many participants
contrasted their needs with the drying up of public
funding. Dr Hart, Dr Abraham and even Dr
Schaalma from Holland, stressed this point. Dr
Storer mentioned the importance of government
officials who often control the gateways to research
funding. All of these people must be involved in
consideration of the future of HIV behavioural
studies.

Professor Dwyer pointed out that, if we think we
have problems in our own countries, they melt into
insignificance in comparison with those which exist
in Asia. The Burma Minister who forbids 'porno
graphic' condom instructions. The Nigerian generals
who gobble up AIDS funding. Everywhere deceit

The eighteenth injunction is that we should never
forget that we are dealing here with ethical issues
and human subjects. Despite the call for rigour in
research, there is neither the time nor the possibility
to hold off action where it is needed and may be
beneficial. This was illustrated by the participant
who said that the government should stop talking
about HIV/ AIDS in British prisons. Leaving a few
condoms around would not go amiss. It is not
simple to measure, still less to control peoples'

.sexual and drug actitivities. The reasons are
obvious. Even when we do try to differentiate we
are left, at the bottom line, with serious moral
questions. Dr Coates expressed this thus. We may
get United States armual sero-conversions 'down' to
40,000 a ye~r. But by what ethical standarc~tdo we
say that this is 'acceptable'? Or 30,ooo? Or"7:P,OOO?
Or 10,000? Dr Margaret Chesney reminded us, in
case we were forgetting, of the enormous human
stress and suffering that is involved in just a single
case. That reminder is a healthy moral and human
corrective to a purely statistical analysis of this
epidemic.
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:f£~ftt£'<, .
~~':~t~~:;"'~~e ,themselves victims of their own cultural
:,\\~~·~mrning. But the statistics of sub-Saharan

,;~:-;,~~'"'shOW the growing impact of HIVJAIDS on

::_,_';~~~~W~}l;::rnsproblem needs a new sense of urgency.

:'h;'''',,;,~1,',-/,'{,'6',:I':l:p',Us,", ,erving a global perspective
f;~~~,,,~(l ';" .• "
~~7;_~;~'.~i;?if~nth injunction is the need to .keep a global
:::f~3:_~~"-·':"4ecti\re. It is easy to retreat mto western
':~'\-it~ff,Fpt!cency while the great struggle is fought,
,.,dOIll ""I h 0 Wh' d this>~-iU:';::';-~i' J~ly~ e sew ere. r Jtescarver rna e .
'i':'::::~~~~7'~{M!;he outset of the. conference. !t stayed ~Ith
t;;i)~;:;-~;'to;the,-end.The continued extension of Uruted
-:~:6~.~r~tg;~o.~o~er generosity to developing countri~
_~I~~wAs:~_ri1phasized. But a.ll speakers who touched this
"~!i'-061ein:.cautioned about the need for cultural

~iiyitY:Dr Coates. stated that" what .works in
_-;'/":sw~f~,)[~~om ad.verhsemens or ~ ~1 bro~els

-::~~:t:fj;wilf3-not.-necessanly work even m netghbounng
i;;~:t2{~'$WltIi~._Dr Mark Smith drew a contrast between
~tiC~!n,-n~Wexchange in The l'!etherlan~ and Harle~,
";:',:,;~~,,!:~~:y()rk. Professor Qumn descnbed a rally Ul

t:~q:::"ug~1!~,-after whi~ $IDs actually rose in the
r::::':diShfct. Well mearung measures may not work.
,"~~:;Thete:-:are so _many variables where human

-t·WiU-;{iour is involved. Dr Krause called on us to
__f~'gI9bally and to act locally. Professor Dwyer
,";-threw- down a challenge to our hosts, the RSM and
;:i}lifJj~t_o__consider sponsoring a conference for key
,i:;pplifJ9Jleade~ in Asia -.or at least t? address the
m~p~J:jJ~~ofge.tting re~1 achon there. It IS a challenge
',3":'!'whitn hangs ill the air.
~{~S~±;}:X:",
~~~:~t(!7!~~~p~~ding more on prevention

~:_H~tl\~:Willnot stand conveniently still for the perfect
~;\::~6iyioural model. Urgent things must be done.
;:"'~!i~tries need to spend more on prevention. Dr

:S~I~:'e"Plainedvery bluntly the political difficul
1eS:<:'But the challenges must be faced. Dr Coates
~ll1i~: out that, in the United States of America,
Q~;spending on HrvtAIDS last year was:

'-',ft;-:-'>
"":'<':';'c' Treatment $9.4 billion

Research $1.6 billion
;.:j\~;'" Prevention $0.6 billion
,_~.::);:1.'~ .:

~1sis not a rational proportion of spending. Yet
;~,-.}.t,~}l1e-reality. In the design of strategy HIVtAIOS
~,11~.:~,%t7~ts:should learn from the partly successful
i~:;~,~,mTh;:mokUlg campaigns in many western coun
~~?;T~"':1?ey should use, from the start, as many
'n:::·peW~lpants have done, the subjects of the cam-
::''J?P~I~;~Theuse of street theatre was illustrated by Dr
,\:,~>~~~_r~\jn New York and Dr Parker in Brazil.
:-~'~;J1~r~or .: Dwyer described the success of street
:I;~~D~~J:~e':"in the Philippines until the government

u~,~':llb:et to Church pressure and stopped it for
_,~ci;I_; 'mdecency'. From a Nigerian participant

_~,PJ~~the'appeal for a flow down of cash from
-;_,-?!'R~ ; to'. the grass roots workers seeking to

~_tr-vtllagers about HIV/ AIDS. This may
r,e a strategy of Dr Peter Piot. the new director
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(19) Facing the need for more political 
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there is a real risk that western politicians, led by 
the western media, will think that HIV J AIDS is 
now 'licked'. Dr Smith suggested that the next 
conference should include political scientists and 
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behaviourists should be invited. Dr Holmes, draw
ing on Roy Anderson's research, suggested that we 
in western countries are on the cusp crt a still 
growing major global epidemic so that complacency 
was out of the question. Many, many participants 
contrasted their needs with the drying up of public 
funding. Dr Hart, Dr Abraham and even Dr 
Schaalma from Holland, stressed this point. Dr 
Storer mentioned the importance of government 
officials who often control the gateways to research 
funding. All of these people must be involved in 
consideration of the future of HfV behavioural 
studies. 
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,istanCc-thc living examples of Mark
,,~·th~fihesis of a worldwide divergency between

,~\ab;{orality and what many people actually do.
,~,t~W:'i$~imentsdo not only exist in non-western
IU(""~·les,.1?r Stover told us of how the United States

:'s"has stopped a number of important studies
ial' reasons. Dr Michael Waugh emphasized
,ffor countries such as Britain (which in the

~~rted laws. and policies re~nforcing. spent
';raIiH~) to contnbute to the repalr work, If they
lq,·"",··;'their former colonies. No one should under-

.t¢,:the difficulties of securing political action.
trl> this enlightened kingdom, contrast the
:~tfavaganzaof the past 3 political days with
~'3Hention to the urgent world and national
'!'which this conference has been tackling.

_:behaviouralists ought to become more
_fin., using the media and in the use of
~c~..such as this. Why, for example, would

l<.fla,·.l,ve been appropriate to invite key Ministers,
~~ti~n health spokesme~ and/or their staffers
'S1t1~:and learn about thiS great problem from
, ~;'audience of unique insights? Perhaps, in this
:id;:,!n important opportunity has been lost?

:d'opting a heightened sense of urgency

'j~~ntieth injunction is that there is a need to
<'\f.:'~"greater sense of urgency. Tom Coates'
.~:iqn,-, years ago, to Ellen Stover remains: 'What

c~X~~'~40,ing'. It is a question which is still with us
aU\~l1jis' really emerges from all of the papers for
tiili.tfD:nference, singly and collectively. Tom,Coates
ilitii-:tn, the context of the urgent need to address
l:i'si~~iSSt1es of justice and health: sex education for
~y~ting; a rational drug treatment strategy; the
~(;vfSionof universal healthcare' in countries which
rg~fi~'~ehuman right to health as an empty and
."~" ."> '~ble goal. Professor D\lIyer breathed a

l:iieasure of passion into his urgent remarks.
>a great and frightening challenge to our

_,.His not over.'A~ Tom Coates said, the years
.,~<J.;,remarkably enough, are actually the easy

~!.$~taining the effort in the global age of HIV/
Q:%j'nonnalcy' is a much greater challenge. Those
~a:p.articipated in this conference will go away

?R:t'9p.riately (ired up. But it is our moral, scientific
~\~rc: duty to convey this sense of urgency to
,,~<,~. .
':~On:~t~e first day of the conference, with Professor
"''-1~f;> I wen.t to the House of Lords to appear

~!t ~he Parltamentary Committee on HIV/ AIDS.
~al~ed past Westminster Hall where the

c~,-:;:~~~ law of England was first developed and
,~fitt~3r~ere it spread to the 4 comers of the world.
:W~~)~as the very point where King Charles I was
l-"~:~~ convicted. H~ was executed not far away
:~y,\"t,J,\~. people of thIs land in an assertion of
~.~~cj«;racy that was profoundly to affect modem
:o}j~qynent in all our countries~ .

tt.~::\Y~s deeply disappointed by the sense of
tic apathy I found in the responses to the

Klrt'y. ....<lnWr~'1K~· :;UllUll.UY tl'::l

Lords' committee. A report on AIDS in prison had
lain on the Home Secretary's desk for 3! years.
Meanwhile, prisoners have certainly been infected.
for want to decisive action. It is a disgrace. I said so.
But the Minister and his officials alone caCUlot be
blamed. I suggested that the worst offenders should
be taken to Traitor's Gate. But I am afraid that there
is not enough room in the Tower of London for all
of the people who have failed to realize the urgency
of this great challenge to Britain and the world. We
too have been partly responsible for this failure.

THE WORDS OF THE CONFERENCE

The participants in the conference will go from
London with many words ringing in their ears:

• Dr Tom Coates who lifted the veil on his own
experience. A most distinguished scientist, he
began the conference with a proper dynamic,
mixing rigorous research with a real sense of
personal urgency

• Dr Peter Aggletoll telling us of how individuals
are constantly 'switching their behavioural
lodgings'

• Professor. Ann Oakley who recounted what she
had been urged. 'Forget all the methodo~~ical

stuff. Just tell me what works' "
• Professor Jeff Kelly whose research in middle

America was swnmed up: We've got to search
for John-the hero in the red flannel shirt'

• Professor Martill Fishbein whose unforgettable
words included 36% of condom users start sex
with a condom and then take it off. Twelve per
cent actually re-use them. And 'Never trust a
behavioural scientist'

• Dr Mark Smith who said 'To be gay or black
you've got to be better. You can wince about it.
But it's a fact of life'

• Dr Graham Hart who reminded us all, 'We are
obliged to deliver the health dividend'

• Professor Tony Coxon: 'There can't be 15%
condom breakages. That would be a breach of
British standards!'

• Dr Charles Abraham in the video which he
showed us of 'Mark (The Mouth) Thompson'
whom no one would ask for a spare ceRdom

• Dr Richard Krause: 'AIDS is the metaphor of our
troubled age' and 'a billion years of evolution
are not easily modified'

• Dr RidUlrd Parker who urged 'Behaviour
modification is itself a misnomer'

• Dr Esra Susser: 'The problem is not one of
getting cooperation from New York's homeless
men. It is of getting away from these men.'
Who will forget the man who put the condom
on the banana and then left it safely beside his
bed as he made love

• Professor John Dwyer: 'We are losing the
struggle at this moment'

• Dr Margaret Chesney: 'This is a very tough
virus', and
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• Of Dr Roy Anderson's population diagram. It
looked like a shoe in a box- but what it was,
in fact, was the picture of the mixing para
meters affecting billions of people -living
hwnan beings-everywhere on this blue
planet

• Of the photo o~ the great room of homeless
men in New York- a room of despair and
now a room which HIV/ AIDS has quietly
entered

• Of the graphic cartoon of Dr King Holmes
showing the disempowerment of women and
its awful significance for the spread of HIV/
AIDS, and

• Of the photo of the CSWs in Bombay: pretty
young women with floral dresses all fashioned
from the same roll of cloth-a hand over her
face-hiding her private thoughts and dignity.
But who will hide her from HIV/ AIDS?
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~fprOfe$50r King Homes: This is a slide I stole from
,,',WHO' _(a very senous admission to make in

,ilite presence of a judge).
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lfilldAGES OF THE CONFERENCE

~;~hat are the images we will take away from
'~oJidonin June 19951
~iA: 'recollection of the generous host organiza
:;~~;tioJl5 and of the efficient conference committee
tbfLouisa Raine and her co-workers in the
~{;R5M-surely amongst the most attentive
~fconference organizers of the many conferences
,~[~we go to
~t)f the Honour Boards of the Presidents of the
~~rRSM dating back to 1805-providing a
~~~ective of nearly 2 centuries and of the

dong haul that epidemics present to medicine
·.and to society
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